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Al~tract--We xamine the graph coloring problem for three families of Euclidean proximity graphs. 
Results include a linear-time 4-coloring algorithm for relative neighborhood graphs, alinear-time 3-coloring 
method for 3-chromatic Delaunay graphs, and two minimum-coloring heuristics for Gabriel graphs. The 
heuristics are shown to outperform other coloring methods when applied to these graphs. We also show 
that the 3-colorability problem for Delaunay graphs is polynomial-time solvable. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Proximity graphs are those in which points are fixed in n-dimensional space and adjacency is
determined by the closeness of a pair of points relative to other points in the set. In this paper, 
we investigate three families of proximity graphs: Delaunay graphs, relative neighborhood graphs 
and Gabriel graphs. These particular graphs are useful in solving problems in many areas of 
mathematics and computer science including computational geometry, geographic-connectivity 
analysis, pattern recognition, artificial intelligence and computer vision. 
We restrict our graphs to those which are Euclidean, i.e. two-dimensional with distance based 
on the Euclidean metric. We also assume that the point sets from which they are derived are 
nondegenerate, i. . no four points cocircular, and hence the graphs are planar. 
Most of the past work on proximity graphs has focused on computational spects (see Refs 
[1, 2]). Recently, however, Dillencourt [3] has studied hamiltonian properties of Delaunay graphs, 
and Devroye [4] has determined the expected sizes of various proximity graphs. In this paper we 
address another combinatorial problem, namely that of coloring. The purpose of our work is to 
show that coloring problems are somewhat easier when restricted to certain proximity graphs, as 
compared with, say, arbitrary graphs or even general planar graphs. There are two main reasons 
for this reduction in difficulty. First, the proximity graphs are more restrictive with regard to the 
containment of forbidden subgraphs, and secondly, they are sparser than general planar graphs 
on the average. As we shall see, these two properties allow us to design algorithms with lower time 
complexities than their counterparts for other classes of graphs. 
2. PREL IMINARIES  
The reader is referred to Harary [5] for an explanation of the graph-theoretic erminology used 
here. Let G = (V, E) be a simple, undirected graph. A k-coloring of G is an assignment ofk colors 
{1, 2 . . . . .  k} to the vertices of G so that no two adjacent vertices have the same color. The 
chromatic number of G, denoted z(G), is the least integer k for which G has a k-coloring. The graph 
coloring problem for a graph G and integer k is to decide if x(G) ~< k. 
The graph coloring problem has a long, interesting history and arises in a variety of applications. 
Karp [6] showed that the problem is NP-complete. Soon after, Stockmeyer [7, 8] strengthened this 
by showing that it remains NP-complete for any k f> 3. This initiated research into approximation 
algorithms and heuristics which do not use too many more colors than necessary. However, it was 
then shown by Garey and Johnson [9] that unless P = NP, no polynomial-time approximation 
algorithm can ensure the use of fewer than 2x(G) colors. With the proof of the four color theorem 
by Appel and Haken [10], attention then turned to efficient methods of 4-coloring planar graphs. 
The proof implies a O(n ~) method for obtaining a 4-coloring of a planar graph. However, its 
implementation is impractical due to the necessity of searching for one of over 1000 subgraphs at 
each step. Several efficient algorithms for 5-coloring planar graphs have been devised, however. 
Chiba et al. [11], Frederickson [12], Lipton and Miller [13], Williams [14] and Matula et al. [15] 
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all present linear-time methods for 5-coloring. All of the methods are based on the ideas of vertex 
contraction and graph reduction, in which vertices of minimum degree are successively deleted from 
a graph and pairs of nonadjacent vertices are merged into single vertices. 
In Section 4, we show that deciding if a Delaunay graph is 3-colorable can be accomplished in
linear-time by applying a simple test on the degrees of the interior vertices. The result is closely 
related to an earlier theorem of Sainte-Lagu~ [16] for a maximal planar graph. We also present 
a linear-time algorithm for obtaining a 3-coloring of a Delaunay graph if it is 3-chromatic. In 
Section 5, we present a linear-time 4-coloring algorithm for relative neighborhood graphs. Our 
method is based on the "graph reduction" technique mentioned previously. Finally, in Section 6, 
we introduce two new minimum-coloring heuristics for Gabriel graphs. By means of empirical 
testing on random graphs, we show that the new heuristics are superior to other known methods. 
2.1. Definitions of proximity graphs 
A proximity graph is a simple undirected graph G -- (V, E), where V is a set of points that are 
fixed in n-dimensional space and for each u, v • V, {u, v} • E iff the "neighborhood" of u and v, 
denoted by N(u, v), is empty of other points in V. Variations in the definition of "neighborhood" 
lead to different classes of proximity graphs. 
As stated previously, we restrict V to a two-dimensional Euclidean space E 2. We make one 
further assumption about the points. A set of points is said to be nondegenerate iff no four points 
are cocircular. Since degenerate point sets may give rise to nonplanar as well as nonunique 
proximity graphs, we assume that all point sets are nondegenerate. These two assumptions ensure 
that the graphs are planar, and this is crucial to our development of efficient coloring algorithms. 
2.1. I. Relative neighborhood graphs. Let V be a set of points in the plane. For each pair 
u, v • V, NR(u, v) = {x: max[d(u, x), d(v, x)] < d(u, v)}, where d is the Euclidean distance. Let 
RNG(V) denote the relative neighborhood graph of V. Then two points are joined by an edge in 
RNG(V) iff they are at least as close to each other as they are to any other point in V. 
Relative neighborhood graphs have been well-studied since a seminal paper by Toussaint [17] 
in 1980. Applications of the graph in pattern recognition are given in Ref. [18]. An optimal 
O(n log n) algorithm for computing the Euclidean RNG is presented in Ref. [2]. 
Let K, denote a complete graph on n vertices, and K,,,,, a complete bipartite graph on m + n 
vertices. Also, define a wheel IV, as a graph with a central vertex joined to each vertex of an 
enclosing cycle of n - 1 vertices. The following results describe known combinatorial properties 
of relative neighborhood graphs. 
Theorem 2.1 [19] 
For a set of nondegenerate points V, the following are forbidden subgraphs for RNG(V): 
(1) K4, 
(2) K,,3, 
(3) W,,n <~6. 
Lemma 2.1 [19] 
In a relative neighborhood graph, no 3-cycle, 4-cycle nor 5-cycle contains an interior point. 
Lemma 2.1 implies the following upper bound on the number of edges e in a relative 
neighborhood graph with n points: 
Theorem 2.2 [19] 
e(RNG) ~< 3n - 9, for n I> 6. 
2.1.2. Gabriel graphs. The Gabriel graph of a planar point set V, denoted GG(V), has the 
neighborhood N~(u, v) = {x: [d2(x, u) + d2(x, v)] 1/2 ~< d(u, v)}. Clearly, u and v lie at opposite points 
on the circumference of a circle and determine its diameter. The circle defines the mutual 
neighborhood of the pair. 
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Gabriel graphs are used in geographic-connectivity analysis to determine adjacency between 
localities representing, say, biological sampling stations. Matula and Sokal [20] describe an 
O(n log n) method for computing the Grabriel graph and derive several combinatorial properties 
similar to those for relative neighborhood graphs: 
Theorem 2.3 [20] 
For a set of points V, the following are forbidden subgraphs for GG(V): 
(1) K4, 
(2) Kz3, 
(3) W,,n~<5. 
Theorem 2.4 [20] 
In a Gabriel graph, no 3-cycle or 4-cycle contains an interior point. 
Theorem 2.5 [20] 
e(GG) ~< 3n - 8, for n >i 6. 
2.1.3. Delaunay graphs. The Delaunay graph is derived from another interesting eometrical 
structure called the Voronoi diagram. Let V denote a set of points in the plane. For each u ~ V, 
the Voronoi polygon VP(u) = {x: d(x, u) < d(x, v), for all v :~ u, v ~ V}. The Voronoi diagram 
VD(V) is a partition of the plane into polygons, one for each point of V, with each polygon VP(u) 
defining the locus of points closer to u than to any other point in the set. An interesting property 
of VD(V) is that it is 3-regular. The Delaunay graph of V, denoted DG(V), is the straight-line dual 
of VD(V). By nature of its derivation from the Voronoi diagram, the Delaunay graph is planar, 
inner-triangulated and 2-connected. 
Delaunay graphs were first defined in Ref. [21]. They are used extensively in computational 
geometry for such problems as finding nearest neighbors, range searching and determining 
perceptual relevance amongst dot patterns. Further applications are discussed in Refs [1, 18]. 
Let EMST(V) represent the Euclidean minimum spanning tree for a set of points V. The 
following containment relationship exists between the four graphs: 
Theorem 2.6 [17, 18] 
For a set of nondegenerate points V in the plane, 
EMST(V) _ RNG(V) ~_ GG(V) _ DG(V). 
As an illustration, we show in Fig. 1 the various proximity graphs for a set of points V. 
3. APPLICATIONS OF PROXIMITY GRAPH COLORING 
Applications of graph coloring usually arise in scheduling and assignment problems. For 
proximity graphs, we mention two direct applications of the minimum coloring problem. 
3.1. Frequency assignment 
Consider a set of geographically distributed broadcasting stations. Neighboring stations 
must not broadcast at the same frequency or interference will result. Hence, each station must be 
assigned a frequency different from each of its neighbors. A proximity graph can be used to model 
the situation, and a minimum coloring indicates the fewest number of frequencies necessary. 
3.2. Event scheduling 
A series of sporting events are scheduled for a set of geographic sites representing communities 
or towns. In order to maximize attendance ateach event, neighboring sites cannot schedule an event 
on the same day. If a proximity graph is used to model the sites, with edges joining neighboring 
sites, a minimum coloring represents a schedule which minimizes the number of days necessary to 
complete the schedule while maximizing the attendance at each event. 
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(a)  Voronol diagram (b) Detaunay graph (C) Gabriel. graph 
(d )  ReLative neighborhood graph (e) Minimum spanning tree 
Fig. 1. Various proximity graphs for a point set V. 
4. DELAUNAY GRAPH 3-COLORABILITY 
In this section, we present a characterization f 3-colorable Delaunay graphs which leads to an 
immediate test for the chromatic number. The result adds to the class of graphs for which finding 
the chromatic number is solvable in polynomial time. We also describe an efficient method for 
3-coloring a Delaunay graph. We first state a previous result. 
Lemma 4.1 [16] 
A maximal planar graph is 3-colorable iff every vertex has even degree. 
Recall that every Delaunay graph is an inner triangulation. Then the following theorem 
characterizes 3-colorable inner triangulations and hence 3-colorable Delaunay graphs. 
Theorem 4.1 
An inner triangulation is 3-colorable iff every interior vertex has even degree. 
Proof. Let G be any inner triangulation. Lemma 4.1 proves our result for the case when G is 
maximal planar. Also, we assume that G contains at least one interior vertex; otherwise G is 
outerplanar and hence 3-colorable. Then suppose G is not maximal planar. Make a second copy 
of G, and identify the exterior vertices of the first copy with the corresponding exterior vertices 
of the second copy (see Fig. 2). The resulting raph G' is maximal planar. Clearly, G' is 3-colorable 
iff G is 3-colorable. All vertices in G' corresponding toexterior vertices in G have even degree, while 
other vertices in G' have the same degree as the corresponding vertex in G. By Lemma 4.1, G' is 
3-colorable iff all of its vertices have even degree. But this implies that all interior vertices of G' 
have even degree, which in turn implies that all interior vertices of G have even degree. [] 
4.1. Determining the chromatic number of a Delaunay graph 
Since any Delaunay graph has a fixed embedding in the plane, we assume it is represented by 
the usual set of adjacency lists and a set of faces F = {f~ . . . . .  .~,q }, with exterior facef,~t. Let n - I V [ 
and e = I E[. Clearly, u is an exterior vertex iff u ef~x,. Our algorithm for chromatic number proceeds 
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as follows: if n ~< 3 then G is K3 and x(G) = 3; else we apply Theorem 4.1 and check the vertices 
in V -f~xt to see if any have odd degree. If so, we conclude that x(G) = 4; otherwise x(G) = 3. It 
is easily shown that this test can be performed in linear time. 
4.2. Finding a 3-coloring 
Since a Delaunay graph can be maximal planar, the development of a 4-coloring algorithm which 
improves upon the best-known complexity of O (n:) would most likely imply a similar improvement 
for all planar graphs. No such improvement has occurred since the announcement of the 4-color 
theorem in 1976. However, we now describe a fast algorithm for finding a 3-coloring of a 
3-chromatic Delaunay graph G. First, we define a special kind of k-coloring of a graph. A graph is 
uniquely k-colorable if all k-colorings induce the same partition of the vertex set. The following 
result is helpful. 
Theorem 4.2 [22] 
If a 2-connected 3-chromatic plane graph G has at most one face which is not a triangle, then 
G is uniquely 3-colorable. 
Hence, any 3-colorable Delaunay graph is uniquely 3-colorable. It is easy to see that once we 
initially color any adjacent pair of vertices in a 3-colorable Delaunay graph, the colors of the 
remaining vertices are "forced", providing we always color next a vertex adjacent o vertices of 
two different colors. We proceed with our 3-coloring algorithm. 
Define an interior edge of a graph as one not lying on the exterior face. We select any interior 
face f of G and assign colors 1, 2 and 3 to its vertices. We also insert any interior edges o f f  in 
a queue Q. These edges will be used to find new vertices to color. We than color the rest of G by 
finding some new uncolored vertex w adjacent o both endpoints of the edge at the front of Q, 
assigning a forced color to w, and repeating this step until all vertices are colored. As we color 
new vertices, we also insert any interior edges in Q. This ensures that every vertex in the graph 
b 
• -d 
G 
(o )  
<b,  b • 
<dldl> 
b I 
C d' 
(b )  ' 
Fig. 2. (a) Two copies of an inner triangulation G; (b) graph G' formcxt by identifying corresponding 
exterior vertices of G. 
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will eventually be colored. Since G is uniquely 3-colorable, the color of each new vertex w is forced 
by the two different colors used by its neighbors. 
In order to find new vertices to color, we make use of the facial representation f a graph. In 
addition to the set of faces, we have a pair of pointers f l  [1] and/211] for each edge I which point 
to the two faces on either side of 1. Since each interior face is triangular, within each face there 
is a unique vertex adjacent to both endpoints of I. Thus, for each edge I removed from Q, we simply 
consult fl[l] and f2[l] to find a new vertex to color. 
A listing of the algorithm 3-COLOR appears below. The algorithm makes use of a procedure 
enqueue, which inserts an edge at the rear of Q, and a procedure dequeue, which removes an edge 
from the front of Q. 
Algorithm 3-COLOR 
Input: 3-colorable DelaunaygraphGffi(V,E),nffilVl,effilEI, 
faces f [l..(e-n+2)], f l[l..e ], f 211..e ];
Output: 3-coloring Of G. 
adjacency lists A [l..n]; 
queue Q of vetfic~; 
integer color [ l..n ]; 
procedure Color(G: graph~ 
begin 
while Q not empty do 
beOn 
dequeue(l); (* let I = (v,w} *) 
find u~{.f 1[/] v f 2[IJ~ such that u is uncolored; 
color [u ] :ffi {1,2,3} -color Iv ] -  color [w 1; 
e~uette ed~ {u,v l, lu,w ) ~ in~or, 
end {Color}; 
(* Main program *) 
besm 
(* inidelize *) 
1: color [l..n ]:ffi0; 
2: Q:=[ ]; 
3: Imign colom 1,23 to the vertices of some interior face f of G; 
4: ~queue~e intefloredge~off; 
Co/or(G); 
end { 3-COLOR }. 
4.2.1. Correctness of algorithm 3-COLOR. It is straightforward to see that the above algorithm 
correctly 3-colors a 3-chromatic Delaunay graph, since after the initial assignment of colors to 
triangle f, all remaining color assignments are forced by the neighbors of each new vertex colored. 
Each vertex is assigned the one available color from the set {1, 2, 3} iff G is 3-colorable. 
#.2.2. Time-complexity of 3-COLOR. Operations enqueue and dequeue take constant ime to 
add and remove vertices, if Q is represented as a linked list with pointers. The while-loop is 
performed Q(e) times, since each interior edge of G enters and leaves Q exactly once and there 
are less than e interior edges. Checking for an interior edge takes constant ime using arrays f l  
and f2  and exterior facef~t. Finding a new vertex takes constant time, since for any interior edge, 
the two faces on either side of the edge contain six vertices. Thus the total time for the while-loop 
and procedure color is O(e). Line 1 clearly takes O(n) time, and lines 2, 3 and 4 take constant 
time. Therefore, the overall complexity of 3-COLOR is O(n). 
5. 4-COLORING RELATIVE NEIGHBORHOOD GRAPHS 
In this section, we show how the existence of a certain forbidden subgraph for relative 
neighborhood graphs enables us to devise an exact 4-coloring algorithm which runs in time O(n). 
This is an improvement by a factor of O(n) over the best-known method for general planar graphs. 
Our method closely resembles the vertex-reduction technique of Williams [14] for 5-coloring planar 
graphs. We modify it to ensure that only four colors are necessary to color each deleted vertex and 
its neighbors. 
Before presenting the details of the algorithm, we recall Theorem 1. Part (3) states that a relative 
neighborhood graph cannot contain the subgraph W,, for n ~< 6. Also, it is well-known that any 
planar graph (and therefore any relative neighborhood graph) has a vertex of degree at most five. 
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(o)  (b) 
Fig. 3. A subgraph with vertex uof degree 4 (a) before reduction and (b) after eduction i which v and 
w have been identified. 
The basic operations of the reduction process are the deletion of a minimum-degree v rtex u 
from G, and the "identification" or "merging" of two or three vertices adjacent to u, which removes 
one or two vertices from G and merges their adjacency lists into the adjacency list of one of the 
remaining vertices. When a vertex is removed, all edges incident upon that vertex are also discarded. 
For some two vertices u, v of G, define the identification of u and v, (u, v), as the deletion of u 
and the merging of A [u] into A [v]. Similarly, for some three vertices u, v, w of G, let (u, v, w), the 
identification of u, v, and w, represent the deletion of u and v and the merging of A [u] and A [v] 
into A [w]. We illustrate the operation of identification in Fig. 3. 
In Fig. 3(a), vertex u has degree four. Thus, neighbors v and w are identified with the single vertex 
(v, w) and their adjacency lists merged. The reduced graph is shown in Fig. 3(b). 
Our 4-coloring algorithm is based on successively deleting vertices of degree less than six from 
the graph until at most four vertices remain. These vertices can then be trivially colored with at most 
four colors. The vertices which had been removed are then reinstated one by one and colored 
appropriately. 
Before describing the algorithm in detail, we state a two key lemmas. Let 6(G) denote the 
minimum degree of G. 
Lemma 5.1 
Let G be a relative neighborhood graph with 6(G) = 4, and let u be a minimum degree vertex. 
Then u has a pair of nonadjacent neighbors. 
Proof. Recall from Theorem 2.1 that G cannot contain/G or W5 as a subgraph. Then it is easy 
to see that the graph shown in Fig. 4(a) represents a maximal induced subgraph of five vertices in 
G when 3(G)= 4. Note that neither {v, x} nor {w,y} can be an edge, o r /G  results; and {v, y} 
cannot be an edge, or W 5 results. Therefore at least one pair of nonadjacent vertices exist. [] 
Lemma 5.2 
Let G be a relative neighborhood graph with 6(G) = 5, and let u be a minimum degree vertex. 
Then u has three mutually nonadjacent neighbors. 
x 
v Y v z 
(o) (b) 
Fig. 4. Maximal induced subgraphs for vertices of minimum degree (a) 4 and (b) 5, in a relative 
neighborhood graph. 
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Proof. By Theorem 2.1, G cannot contain W 6. Hence the graph shown in Fig. 4(b) represents a 
maximal induced subgraph of six vertices in G when 6(G)= 5. Now by the same argument as 
before, there can be no edge {v, x}, {w, y}, {x, z} or {z, v}. Also, either {v,y} or {w, z} as an edge 
would imply that u is not a minimum degree vertex. Hence the vertices z, x, v are mutually 
nonadjacent. [] 
Three basic transformations are involved in "reducing" a relative neighborhood graph G. Let 
deg[u] represent the degree of a minimum vertex u. 
(1) If deg[u] ~< 3, then delete u from G (Type 1 reduction). 
(2) If deg[u] = 4, then delete u and identify two nonadjacent eighbors of u (Type 2 
reduction). 
(3) If deg[u] = 5, then delete u and identify three mutually nonadjacent eighbors of 
u (Type 3 reduction). 
To implement the reduction steps, G is represented by adjacency lists A[u], for each u e V, and 
three queues Q3, Q4,  and Qs, as defined as follows: 
Q3 = {u: deg[u] <<. 3); 
04 = {u: deg[u] = 4}; 
Q5 = {u: deg[u] = 5). 
The queues hold all vertices available for reduction. We also use a stack S to contain the vertices 
deleted from the graph during each reduction step. Each entry of S consists of two fields: 
(a) the vertex u deleted 
and 
(b) either a pointer to A [u] at the time u was deleted, or one or two vertices identified 
with u. 
The algorithm RNG_4COLOR is shown below. Since it is similar to the method of Williams 
[14] for 5-coloring planar graphs, we present only a high-level description. 
Procedure UPDATE adjusts the queues after each vertex deletion or identification. Procedure 
REMOVE deletes a vertex u from the graph by deleting appropriate ntries from the adjacency 
lists. Also, u and a pointer to A [u] are pushed onto stack S. Procedure IDENTIFY handles vertex 
identification. The adjacency lists for either two or three vertices are merged into a single list and 
one or two vertices are removed from the graph. Procedure REDUCE takes entries from the queues 
Q3, Q4, Q5 and calls REMOVE and IDENTIFY to perform the reductions. Finally, procedure 
ASSIGN is called after all reductions have been completed to unstack all vertices and assign the 
colors. Pointer P[u] indicates the location of vertex u in one of the queues Qi. 
Algorithm RNG_4COLOR 
Inlmt: Relative Neighborhood graph G --(V,E), n=lV  I. 
Output: 4-onloring of G. 
adjacency lists A[1..n ]; 
queues Q3,Q*,Q5 of vertices; 
tn~ P [l..n ]; 
tier color [ l ..n ] , de g [1..n ], NV ; 
stack S; 
procedure UPDATE(u ); 
begha 
update queues Q3,Q4, and Qs; 
end IUrI3AT~}; 
procedure REMOVE(u ); 
begha 
delete u from the adjacency list of each neighbor of u ; 
call UPDATE(u ) for each neighbor of u ; 
push(u, TA [u ]) onto S ; 
NV :=NV-I; 
end {REMOVE}; 
procedure IDENTIFY(u ,v); 
besha 
merge A [u] into A[v] and delete u; 
<u ,v>) onto S; 
NV-I;  
end IlDENTIFY }; 
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procedure REDUCE; 
be#n 
if NV < 4 flw..n assign colors 1,2,3,4 to the vertices and return; 
begin 
if Qa#[] then 
begin 
u := from entry of Q3; 
Rl~4OV~u ); 
end 
else if Q4~[ ] then 
begin 
u := from entry of Q4; 
REMOVE(u  ); 
let v,x be 2 nonadjacent nvighbors of u ; 
IDEN'rIFY(v ,x ); 
end 
els© begin 
u := front entx'y of Qs; 
REMOVE(u ); 
let y ,z ,w be 3 mutually nonadjacent eighbors of u ; 
IDENTIFYfy ,z ); 
IDENTIFY(<y ,z >,w ); 
end; 
end; 
REDUCE; 
end [REDUCE]; 
procedure ASSIGN; 
begin 
while S ~ 0 do 
begin 
pop(S ,(x ~ )); 
if y is a pointer to A [x] then assign x a color different 
fi'om the veatices in A[x]; 
else assign x the same color as y; 
end; 
end [ASSIGN}; 
(* Main program *) 
begin 
initialize Q3,Q4,Q5, S, and array P; 
NV := n ; 
REDUCE; 
ASSIGN; 
end { RNG_4COLOR 1. 
5.1 Correctness of algorithm RNG_4COLOR 
We demonstrate the correctness of the algorithm by proving the following result: 
Theorem 5.1 
Algorithm RNG_4COLOR colors any relative neighborhood graph with at most four colors. 
Proof. We actually prove that any relative neighborhood graph is 4-colorable. Since the 
operation of algorithm RNG_4COLOR parallels the method implied in the proof, its correctness 
immediately follows. 
Let G = (V, E) be any relative neighborhood graph. We use induction on the number of vertices 
n. The claim is obviously true if G has at most four vertices. Thus, suppose that G has n > 4 vertices 
and that any relative neighborhood graph with less than n vertices is 4-colorable. Now G contains 
a vertex u with degree at most five. There are three cases to consider for procedure REDUCE. 
Case I (deg[u] ~ 3). The deletion of u leaves us with a graph G-u having n - 1 vertices, which 
is 4-colorable by the inductive hypothesis. Then u can be colored with any color not used by the 
(at most three) neighbors, completing the proof of this case. 
Case 2 (deg[u] = 4). Vertex u has two nonadjacent neighbors v, x. Delete u from G, identify v 
and x, and let G' be the resulting graph. Since G' has n -  2 vertices, by hypothesis G' has a 
4-coloring, which induces a 4-coloring of G-u in which v and x are colored with the same color 
as the vertex substituting for v and x in G'. We assign to u a color other than the (at most three) 
colors of the neighbors, thus obtaining a 4-coloring of G and proving this case. 
Case 3 (deg[u] = 5). Vertex u has three mutually nonadjacent neighbors z, w, y. Delete u from 
G, identify z, w and y, and let G' be the resulting graph. Since G' has n - 3 vertices, by hypothesis 
G' has a 4-coloring that induces a 4-coloring of G-u in which z, w and y are colored with the same 
color as the vertex substituting for z, w, and y in G'. We assign to u a color other than the (at 
most three) colors of the neighbors, thus obtaining a 4-coloring of G and proving this case. 
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In the final phase, procedure ASSIGN unstacks the vertices removed from the graph and assigns 
each a color. If, at the time it was removed from the graph, a vertex had: 
(a) less than four neighbors, then it will be adjacent o vertices using only three 
colors; 
(b) four neighbors, then two of the neighbors will have been identified and thus have 
the same color, and therefore the neighbors will use only three colors; 
(c) five neighbors, then three of the neighbors will have been identified and thus have 
the same color, and therefore the neighbors will use only three colors. 
Thus, each vertex is assigned one of at most four colors. [] 
5.2. Time complexity of RNG_4COLOR 
The procedure REMOVE deletes a vertex u from the graph in O(deg[u]) time, where deg[u] <~ 5. 
Since this procedure can be called at most n -4  times, the time contributed is O(n). 
Procedure IDENTIFY(u, v) operates in time O(deg[u] + deg[v]) per call, since one can merge 
the two adjacency lists of u and v into a single list in that amount of time. In Ref. [14] it is shown 
that the total time required for all vertex identifications is O(n); hence, O(n) time is also required 
by RNG_4COLOR. 
For each recursive call of procedure REDUCE, at least one vertex is removed from the graph. 
Hence the total number of reductions performed is at most n - 4 or O(n). Procedure ASSIGN 
unstacks vertices and for each vertex either scans an adjacency list containing at most four elements 
or assigns the color of vertex y to vertex x. Since the stack contains less than n elements, procedure 
ASSIGN executes in time O(n). 
Initialization requires a constant amount of time. Since the calls to REDUCE and ASSIGN both 
return in O(n) time, the total time complexity of the algorithm is O(n). 
6. COLORING HEURIST ICS  FOR GABRIEL  GRAPHS 
Gabriel graphs are distributed over a wide range of planar graphs from trees to inner 
triangulations, and unlike Delaunay graphs, they have no uniform facial structure. Furthermore, 
we cannot hope to obtain a reduction technique similar to that designed for relative neighborhood 
graphs, since a Gabriel graph can contain the wheel I4:6. Hence, it cannot be assumed that a vertex 
of degree five will always have three pairwise nonadjacent neighbors which can be identified. 
Therefore, we turn our attention to heuristic methods for coloring. Our objective is to devise a 
strategy which is an improvement over previous methods. 
Many approximate methods for coloring planar graphs have been proposed. Williams and Milne 
[23] provide a recent survey of the subject. In particular, Br61az [24] presented a method which was 
shown to outperform all others. Also, Turner [25] describes a heuristic with good probabilistic 
performance, although it is optimal only for uniquely k-colorable graphs when k is a small integer. 
The algorithms of Turner and Br61az both run in O(n log n) time for graphs with n vertices. Our 
goal was to find a linear-time method which might take advantage of the relative sparsity and 
forbidden subgraphs of Gabriel graphs. 
For any coloring algorithm, the saturation of a vertex is the number of different colors assigned 
to its adjacent vertices. An equitable coloring balances the assignment of colors to vertices o that 
the frequency of each color is about the same. We combine these two ideas into a coloring strategy 
as follows: color next a vertex with maximum saturation and assign it a color with minimum 
frequency. We therefore color the vertices which have the fewest choice of available colors as early 
as possible, while at the same time we try to maintain an even distribution of colors over all 
vertices of the graph. Since any Gabriel graph is connected, we assume initially that at least two 
colors are necessary. We store the number of colors used by our algorithm at any stage in MAXC. 
If a color conflict arises, i.e. some about-to-be-colored vertex has a saturation of MAXC, then 
we have two options: we can either try and "steal" a color from a neighboring vertex and 
assign some other color to that vertex, or we can simply assign color MAXC + 1 to the vertex in 
question. 
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Our first heuristic, GGC, introduces a new color when a color conflict occurs. The second 
heuristic, GGCI, attempts to "steal" a color from a neighboring vertex when a conflict arises. Both 
heuristics make use of several concise data structures. We assume that the input takes the form 
of a set of adjacency lists ,411] . . . . .  ,4 [hi. We use an array freq[1 ... n] to count the frequencies 
of the colors as they are assigned. For each vertex u, the set avail[u] indicates which of the colors 
are currently available for assignment o u, i.e. those colors not currently used by any neighbor 
of u. Sets V, avail and U can be implemented with either an array or bit vector to allow 
constant-time insertion and deletion of elements. Also, deg[u] holds the degree of each vertex u 
in G; sat[u], the saturation of each vertex u; color[u], the color of each vertex u; and numavail[u], 
the number of colors available for vertex u from the set { 1 . . . . .  M,4XC}. In order to find a vertex 
of maximum degree at the start, we use a pointer dmax which is determined when the graph is 
initially input. List S[i] holds all vertices of saturation i in the uncolored subgroup, and SP[i] points 
to the location of vertex u in S[sat[u]]. Also, smax points to the S-list with maximum saturation. 
This enables us to find a vertex with maximum saturation in the uncolored subgraph and to adjust 
the S-lists in constant ime. We employ procedures enqueue and dequeue to insert and delete vertices 
from queue Q in constant ime. Note that all lists can be initialized in linear time from the adjacency 
lists. 
As a preliminary step, we remove all vertices of degree one from G and store them in a temporary 
list. We perform this operation until all vertices which remain have degree at least two in the 
reduced graph. The deleted vertices are colored after the main coloring phase of the algorithm, since 
at that time each can easily be assigned a second color. Initially, we color a vertex of maximum 
degree. Thereafter we select an uncolored vertex u with maximum saturation and assign it a color 
with minimum frequency. Ties are broken arbitrarily. 
Algorithm GGC 
Input: Gabriel graph G =(V ,E), n = IV I. 
Output: minimum coloring of G.  
adjacency list* A [l..n]; 
lists $[0..n] of vertices; 
queue Q of vertices; 
integer f req [ 1 ..n ], color [ 1 ..n ], deg [ 1 ..n ], dmax ,smax , MAXC ; 
pointer SP [l..n ]; 
set avaU[l. .n] of { l...n }; 
set U of veaticea; 
procedure .,co/or(O: graph); 
begin 
(* i~ostpoue the coloring of degree<2 vertices until the end *) 
while there is a vertex u in V such that deg[u ]<2 do 
begin 
nqueue(Q, u ); 
:=V~u) ;  
end; 
avail [1 ..n ] := (l,...,n]; 
sat [ l..n ] := O; 
O := U-{dmax}; 
freq [1] := 1; 
freq [2..n ] := O; 
color [dng~x ] := 1; 
update mail ,  sat, and SP[] for neighbors of dmax; 
MAXC := 2; 
(* main coloring ph~e *) 
while U~Odo 
begin 
1: dequeue(S [snmx], u ); 
2: i f sa t [u l=MAXC then (* coler conflict *) 
begin (* assign a new color to u *) 
3: MAXC := MAXC+I; 
4: co~or[u] :=c :=MAXC ; 
end 
5: else color [u] :=c in avail lu ] such that freq lc] is minimum; 
(* update smax, avail, sat and SP l] for neighbors of u *) 
6: while S [$max]= [ J do smax :=$max- l ;  
7: for each w in A [u ] do 
begin 
avail [w ] :=avail lw l-{color [u l] ; 
sat[w] := sat lw ]+ l ; 
add w to S[sal[w]]; 
end; 
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8: frcq[c]:=freq[c]+l;  
9: U :=U-{u}; 
end {wMle|; 
(* color lezuining vertices i f  any *) 
while O #[  ] do 
begin 
decp~e(a ,u ); 
almipl to u a color not m~l by its ~ m  
end; 
end (mcolor 1; 
(* Main lZ'ogrmn *) 
begin 
initialize de& [l..n ] and dmax ; 
smax := O; 
S [O..MAXC ] := [ ]; 
inert all v©rtice~ in list S [0]; 
U :=V; 
(2 :=[]; 
racolor ((3); 
end {caTC). 
Algorithm GGCI is obtained from GGC by inserting immediately after line 2 the statement "if 
reassign(u) = "sl4ccess" then continue else...  ". The procedure reassign is defined as follows: 
procedure reassign (u ) 
besin 
for i:=l to MAXC do 
begin 
for each w ~ A [u ] do 
besin 
if color [w ]=4 then 
if numavaii[w ]>0 then 
color [w ]:==some other color in avail [w ]; 
else goto nexti ;
end; 
color [u ]:=/; 
retum("success"); 
nexti : end; 
retomCfailure"); 
end; 
Procedure reassign scans the list of colors already used and attempts to free a color from the 
neighbors of vertex u for assignment to u. If an available color is found, the reassignment is 
performed and "success" is returned; otherwise "failure" is returned and a new color must be 
assigned to u. 
6.1. Time complexity of the heuristics 
We analyze the running time of GGC first. We have already noted that all initialization steps 
take O(n) time. Consider the outer while-loop of the main coloring phase. Line 1 is accomplished 
by following the pointer smax to the correct S-list entry and is therefore O(1). The same holds 
for lines 2-6. The for-loop of line 7 is performed a total of 2e-deg[dmax] times, once in each 
direction for each edge of the graph after the first vertex is initially colored. All steps inside the 
loop require constant ime. Therefore, O(e) time in all is spent by the for-loop for the duration 
of the algorithm. Lines 8 and 9 require a simple updating offreq[c] and U and require constant 
time. Thus, independent of the inner for-loop, each iteration of the outer while-loop requires only 
a constant amount of time. Since the loop is performed n - 1 times, the total time required is O(n). 
The final while-loop requires at most O (n) time, if all vertices of V are placed in Q initially. 
Hence, the total running time of GGC is linear in the number of vertices. 
GGCI is identical to GGC with the exception of the reassignment step. Let A denote the maximum 
degree of G. Procedure reassign requires MAXC * A time per call in the worst case. Hence, it would 
seem that GGCI would require O(n 2) time in the worst case. However, our testing showed that the 
actual running time is closer to O(n), since reassignment operations are infrequent and Gabriel 
graphs tend to have low average degree. 
6.2. Performance of the heuristics 
We tested GGC, GGCI and the methods of Brtlaz and Turner on a set of 500 random Gabriel 
graphs. Brtlaz's method employs the maximum saturation principle but disregards the frequencies 
of colors used, instead assigning the least numbered available color to each vertex. Turner's method 
is similar to Brtlaz's, but starts by coloring a maximum clique in the graph. 
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Fig. 5. A maximal Gabriel graph with 21 vertices. 
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Our initial hypothesis was that the heuristics would have the most difficulty coloring very dense 
graphs, since the average degree and average vertex saturation would be higher as would the 
likelihood of a color conflict. Therefore, we also generated a group of maximal Gabriel graphs with 
sizes ranging from 21 to 141 vertices. Each graph has 3n - 8 edges. The graphs were constructed 
according to the characterization given in Ref. [20]. Here, the graphs consist of a central vertex 
surrounded by alternating concentric rings of five and ten vertices each, connected in the fashion 
depicted in Fig. 5. A maximal Gabriel graph of 21 vertices is illustrated. 
The random Gabriel graphs were constructed by generating uniform and random sets of points 
in the unit square interval [0, 1] and then determining the Gabriel graph of each point set. Sizes 
of the graphs were 10, 20, 30 . . . . .  200 vertices and the edge density ranged from 0.42 to 0.74 of 
the maximum for a Gabriel graph. 
Table 1 shows the performance of the heuristics for maximal Gabriel graphs only, while Table 2 
indicates the performance for the 500 random Gabriel graphs. The tables show the overall 
superiority of GGC and GGCI. The results imply that the strategy of balancing colors is 
advantageous when coloring Gabriel graphs. In particular, the heuristics are improvements over 
the methods of Brrlaz and Turner when restricted to Gabriel graphs. It would be interesting to 
compare the performances of GGC and GGCI with the other methods on sparse planar graphs, 
in general. 
We should add that neither GGC nor GGCI guarantee a bound on the number of colors they 
use. However, we can easily combine either method with any of the 5-coloring algorithms 
mentioned to obtain a heuristic which uses at most five colors. 
Table I. Number of colors used by the heuristics on maximal Gabriel graphs 
Number of vertices in graph 
Heuristic 21 36 51 66 81 96 111 126 141 Average 
Heuristic 
GGC 4 5 4 5 5 4 5 5 5 4.67 
GGCI 4 4 4 4 5 4 5 4 5 4.33 
Br(~laz 4 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 4.77 
Turner 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5.00 
Table 2. Average number of colors used by the heuristics on 500 
random Gabriel graphs 
Density of graphs 
Heuristic 0.42-0.50 0.51-0.62 0.63-0.74 
GGC 3.18 3.31 3.55 
GGCI 3.08 3.26 3.48 
Br~laz 3.29 3.37 3.65 
Turner 3.45 3.51 3.84 
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